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PROCEEDINGS OF THE 
AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY 
Volume 1 1 1, Number 3, March 1991 

Q-SETS, SIERPINSKI SETS, AND RAPID FILTERS 

HAIM JUDAH AND SAHARON SHELAH 

(Communicated by Andreas R. Blass) 

ABSTRACT. In this work we will prove the following: 

Theorem 1. cons(ZF) implies cons(ZFC + there exists a Q-set of reals + 
there exists a set of reals of cardinality 1 which is not Lebesgue measurable). 

Theorem 2. cons(ZF) implies cons(ZFC+2 O is arbitrarily larger than N2+ 

there exists a Sierpinski set of cardinality 20O + there are no rapid filters on 
). 

These theorems give answers to questions of Fleissner [Fl] and Judah [Ju]. 

0. INTRODUCTION 

In this work we will solve two open problems about special sets of the reals. 
In order to state them we need some definitions. 

0.1. Definition. A set of reals A is a Q-set iff every subset of A is a relative 
Fa, i.e., it is a countable union of relatively closed subsets of A. 

Q-sets are very strange: for example 2 0 < 2 R implies that there are no 
Q-sets of cardinality N, I Also Q-sets have universal measure zero, but they do 
not necessarily have strong measure zero (see [Fl, JSh2, Mi2]). 

In [Fl] it is asked if the existence of a Q-set of cardinality 8 implies that 
every 1-set of reals is of Lebesgue measure zero. Our first theorem answers 
this question negatively by showing 

Theorem. cons(ZF) implies cons(ZFC + there exists a Q-set of reals + 
there exists a set of reals of cardinality N, which is not Lebesgue measurable). 

We show this theorem as follows. We begin by forcing a set A of reals of 
cardinality , , and then we force, with a countable support iteration of length 
w02 , making A a Q-set in the generic extension. We prove that this composition 
of forcing notions satisfies the Sacks property (studied in [Sh]) and, in the end 
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822 HAIM JUDAH AND SAHARON SHELAH 

of the section, we prove that if a forcing notion has the Sacks property then in 
the generic extension the old reals have outer measure one. Clearly this implies, 
if we begin from L, that in our generic extension there exists an uncountable 
Q-set and a Nl-set of reals which is not Lebesgue measurable. 

0.2. Definition. (a) A set of reals A is a Sierpinski set iff for every measure 
zero set M, A n M is countable. 

(b) []w = {x: x C o A Ixi=o}; [w= ] ={x: x C w A |x| < No} . 
(c) A subset F C [co]' is a rapid filter iff 

(i) (Vx, y E F)(x n y E [co]@) and (VxVy)(x E F A x C y - y E F), 
(ii) (Vf E ow3X E F)(Vn E c)(If (n) n xI < n) . 

Clearly, if the Sierpinski set has the cardinality of the continuum then the 
real line cannot be the union of less than 2to-many measure zero sets. 

In [Ju] it was remarked that if the reals are not the union of less than 2 - 
many meager sets then there exists a rapid filter on - . Therefore it was asked: 
if the reals are not the union of less than 2tO-many measure zero sets then does 
there exist a rapid filter on w ? The next theorem will answer this question 
negatively. 

Theorem. cons(ZF) implies cons(ZFC + 2tO is arbitrarily larger than N2 + 
there exists a Sierpinski set of cardinality 2tO + there are no rapid filters on 
)). 

This theorem has some applications. For example, the existence of a Sier- 
pinski set of cardinality 2NO implies that every Al-set of reals is measurable 
(see [JShl]); also in this model CoL = w, and therefore, we get a model for 

1 - +( 1heefreLgt 
o 

"Every Al2-set of reals is Lebesgue measurable ?w1 = ) I+ there is no rapid 
filter on wo." This says that it is impossible to improve the following result of 
Raisonnier [Ra]: 

"If every X2-set of reals is Lebesgue measurable and wL = w1, then there is 
a rapid filter on co." 

We prove this theorem in ?2. The model is gotten by adding co2-many Math- 
ias reals and afterward adding random reals. It was remarked by A. Miller in 
[Mil] that in the model obtained by iterating w2-Mathias reals over L there is 
no rapid filter on w( . 

We assume that the reader knows the material given in [Ba], about countable 
support iterated forcing and forcing notion satisfying the Axiom A (for the 
notation). The rest of the notation is standard. 

1. Q-SETS 

In this section we build a model of set theory where there exists a Q-set of 
reals and there exists an outer measure one set of reals of cardinality N . This 
is the model given in 1.6. For the basic definitions the reader may consult the 
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Q-SETS, SIERPINSKI SETS, AND RAPID FILTERS 823 

introduction (?0) and Fleissner [Fl]. We also need some definitions used in the 
construction. 

1. 1. Definition. A = (ai Ai: i < co,) is a suitable sequence if and only if 

(a) Ai E [RO]w for every i E t)w; 
(b) if i < j < w1 then A C *Aj (3n(Ai - n C Aj)) and A A E [Ct]'O 
(c) ai E [Ai+1 - Ai]w for every i E t) 

1.2. Definition. For A = (ai, Ai: i < co,) suitable, and X C co, we define the 
partially ordered set P(A, X) by stipulating that h belongs to P(A, X) if and 
only if 

(i) h is a partial function from co to {0, 1}; 
(ii) there exists i = i(h) such that 

Dom h C Ai (take such i minimal); 

(iii) for every j < i(h) we have 

a. C* Dom(h), 
I - 

if jE X then a. C* h 1({1}), 

if jX then a C* h- ({0}). 

For h1, h2EP(A, X) we set hI < h2 if and only if h, C h2. 

1.3. Lemma. If A= (ai, Ai: i < co ) and X C co, P(A, X) are as in 1.2 and 
h E P(A, X), hence i(h) = a is well defined, a < ,8 < co, then there exists 
h* E P(A, X) such that 

h C h* and i(h*) >?. 
Proof. There exists g: [a , ,B) -- co such that 

(a) a < y < f, implies (Dom h) n ay C g(y) D ay - Af; 
(b) a < y < t < fi implies (ay - g(y)) n (a. - g(5)) = 0 (simply let 

(y/: I < 1* < co) = [a , ,B) and construct g(yl) by induction on 1). 
Now Domh* =(Domh) U UyE[ E,f)(ay - g(y)) and 

h(n) ifneDomh, 

h*(n) = 4 ? if n E ay - g(y) and y 0 X, 

t 1 ifnEay-g(y)andyEX. o 

1.4. Lemma. Let V be a model of ZFC satisfying 

(i) A=(ai, Ai: i < co,) is suitable, A E V; 
(ii) for every X C co, there exists M C V such that X E M, A E M, and 

therefore, P(A, X) is definable in M; 
(iii) there exists G E V such that G C P(A, X)PM and G is generic over M. 

Then B(A) = {f E 2w: (3i < col)(char(ai) = f)} is a Q-set in V. 
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824 HAIM JUDAH AND SAHARON SHELAH 

Proof. Use 1.3 and the hypothesis. o 

1.5. Definition. Let Q = (pi; Qj i < W2, i < W2) be a countable support 
iterated forcing system satisfying 

(a) Qo = ({(a, Ai : i < a): a < a1 and (ai, Ai : i < a) is an initial 
segment of a suitable sequence }, C) . 

Let A be the Qo-name of the suitable sequence generated by the 

Qo-generic object. 
(b) Let 0 << w2 ; then there exists a Pi-name X such that 

IIp "X C (1 and Qi = P(A, X)". 

(c) If i < w92 and X is a Pi-name such that 

IFPI "X C w" 

then there exists j > i and Y a Pi-name satisfying 

IF-P"X[G i]= Y and Qj= P(A, Y)" 

1.6. Theorem. Let Pw2 be the directed limit of the iterated forcing system Q 
defined in 1.5. Let G C Pw2 be generic over V t= "GCH". Then the following 
holds: 

(a) For every i < w2 

IHp "Qi satisfies t2 - c. c". 

Therefore Pco2 satisfies N2 - C. C. 

(b) Pw2 is a Proper Forcing notion, moreover Pw2 satisfies the Sacks prop- 
erty. Therefore V[G] 1 "2w n V has outer measure one" (see 1.8). 

(c) If V[G] we have 
B(A[G])isa Q-set. 

Proof. (a) easy; (c) use 1.4. The proof of (b) is sharp: 
(In this work we say that a forcing notion P satisfies the Sacks property iff 

(Vf E VpVp E P) (if p 1-p 
6 6 et V" then (3q > p3g E V n' V)(q I "f(n) E 

g(n)") and (Vn E c)(Ig(n)I < 2n) .) 
Let x be sufficiently large, and p E PW2. Let N be such that 

N -< (H(X), e, <*) (<* is some fixed well order), 

p E N, Q, Pw?2 E N, jINII =o 0. 

Set 3 = N n w o,and let (wn n < ) be such that U{w: n <} = 
N n w2 - {f} 

cw l n C n+1 jwnl = n. 

Also let (Tn : n < w) be an enumeration of the Pw2-names of ordinal numbers 
that belong to N. Let (an : n < ) be such that an < an+1 and Supn<c, an = a. 
And fix h E N such that h is a Pco2-name of a function from co to V. 
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Q-SETS, SIERPINSKI SETS, AND RAPID FILTERS 825 

(*) We will choose, by induction on co, conditions Pn E Pw02 and finite sets 
un such that 

(i)P < Pn < Pn+l E P2nN; 
(ii) Pn+1 F- Tn E N n Ord ; 

n2 

(iii) there exists bn E [V]2 such that 

Pn+ 1" h(n) E bn 

(iv) unC n+1 Cc and Ilunl =n; 
(v) if ,B E Wm+I - Wm and m < n then 

Pn Ffl 1F- " Dom(pn(fl)) n C + 

(vi) an < 1g(pn(O)) and un nA. C um+l, for m < n. 

Claim. (*) implies (b). 

Proof of the claim. Let pc. be defined by 

pc)(0) = (aj, A1: i < 5) u (A.) 

when for every n 

Pn(O) = (a,A A: i < 1g(pn(O))) and A. = w()- U un . 
nEc 

If /i E Un Dom(pn) - {0} then, from the hypothesis, for (pn(/i) : n < Ct) there 
exists p.) (/i) = Un Pn (,B) such that for every n E CO Pn (/i) C pw(/i) . (This holds 
in V ' where p,, [/i belongs to the generic set.) Then p,, is (N, Pw(2)-generic 
and p,, IF- " (Vn)(h(n) E bn)" * ? 

Therefore the problem is to show that the inductive construction given in (*) 
is realizable: suppose that Pn and un were given satisfying all conditions of 

(*).n 
Let wn+l = {a0 < a1 < ...< n < an+1 } . We try to extend Pn to a condition 

satisfying (ii) and (iii): 

Notation. If r E P(A, X) and h : wo {O, 1} is finite then r[h] E P(A, X) 
when r[h] is such that 

[h] ()_J r(i) if i E Dom(r) - Dom(h), 
[ h(i) if i E Dom(h). 

Clearly for every finite h : c - {O, 1} if r E P(A, X) then r[h] E P(A, X) . 

Let ((hl: ce E wn+1): I < 10 < 2 be a list of all (h': a E wn+1) such 
that for every a e Wm+i - Wm 

h :un -Um+i {O, 1}. 

Now we choose by induction on / < /0, Pn, such that 

(a) Pn, 0 = Pn . 
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826 HAIM JUDAH AND SAHARON SHELAH 

(b) Pn 1 < Pn, I+I E Pw (2nN. 
(c) For every a E Wm+I - Wm, m < n we have 

Pn, a 1~F- "Dompn 1((a) n Un C Um+ 

(d) If P' is such that 

Pn,1+1(c 
Pn, 

= 
+ I (01) 

i 
E 

Wn, 

then Pn 1+1 forces values for ri (i < n + 1) and for h(i) (i < n + 1). 

The induction. 

for l=O:Pn,O=Pn, 
for / + 1: Pn1 Zwas defined satisfying (a), (b), (c), (d), and let pn* be 
such that 

Pn, ,(ce) = {nZ 

There exists qn,1 > Pn* 1 such that qn 1 forces values for ri (i < n + 1), h(i) 
(i < n + 1) . Fix such qn 1 in N, and then we define Pn, 1+ satisfying 

qn, 1(a) r (co -Dom h' ) if ae E W, 
Pn 1+ I(aE) = 

1 
fo wn. 

Clearly Pn, 1+1 satisfies (a), (b), (c), and (d). Pn, / is almost Pn+ I, only we 

need to extend it in order to find the u,+1 required. Clearly Pn, fix 2 n -many 
possible values to h(n). The next lemma is exactly what we need. 

1.7. Lemma. If w c co2 is finite, and p E Pco2 and n < co then there exists 
keco and qePP(w2 such that 

(a) n < k < co; 
(b) p<q; 
(c) for every a E W 

q[a I- 6"Domq(a) n [0, n) = Domp((a) n [0, n)"; 

(d) for every ae E w 

q [a 1F- "k 0 Dom q(a)". 

Proof. Let w = {ai < a2 < < am}. We choose by (decreasing) induction 

qm , qm_ l , q, , qo 

satisfying 

(i) = P 
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Q-SETS, SIERPINSKI SETS, AND RAPID FILTERS 827 

(iii) q11 forces less than 2 nx mm-many possible values for the following names 
of ordinals (i.e., satisfies condition (c)): 
(A) y, such that 

Dom(q,(a,)) =* [Ay ]ql_' (O) 

(remember that QO fixes AY); 
(B) k1 such that 

1 + max(Dom q1 (a,) - [AY ]q'_ I (0)) < k, 

(use the above construction in order to get such q,1). 
Therefore there exists kJ (i = 1,...,t< ); 4 (i= 1, ...,s 1 < 0) 

such that 

q, Il-p "(3i < t13j < si)(y, = Y A k= kl)". 

Now let 

Yl = max{l 1l * *' ... l },I 

k1=max{l,k11,... , k'} 

and m 
q = U q i.e., if a0 = -1 and am+l =)2 

1=0 

then 
q(a) = q,(a) where a,-, < a < a,. 

Then we choose k such that 

k > kl(l < m), k 0 AYO U Ayl U U Aym* 

This concludes the proof of part (b) of Theorem 1.6. o 

1.8. Theorem. If V is a model for ZFC and P E V is a forcing notion 
satisfying the Sacks property then F -p y* (20 n V) = 1 . 

Proof. Suppose that there exists p E P such that p IFp "j,u(2 
o n V) = 0" . Then 

there exists (In n < co) such that for every n E wo In is a P-name of a 
rational interval, and 

0 1 S ju(In) < o", 

p 1 "2 nVcfn U In" 
n m>n 

Then there exists g such that g is a P-name of a function from w to w and 
satisfying 

OHF " 5E j(In) <n2+n 
m>g(n) 2 
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828 HAIM JUDAH AND SAHARON SHELAH 

Fix q > p and g Ew (0, given by the Sacks property such that 

q IF- "(Vn)(g(n) < g(n))". 

Again using the Sacks property, let r > q and (((k g(i) < k < g(i + 1)): 

j < 2' :i < co) satisfying for every i < co ,there exists j < 2' 

r IF- "Vk E [g(i), g(i + 1))(Ik 
d 1k 9 

and under this notation we define 

Ji= U u Ik 
j<212 g(i)<k<g(i+1) 

Then for every i 

i(Jj) < 2 - 27. 

Therefore EiEj, (UJ) < 0 and this implies that there exists x E 2@ such that 
x o ni uj1i J, and by the hypothesis this implies that 

r IF- "x o nUI" 

a contradiction. o 

It may be possible that these ideas help to solve the question in [JSh]: re- 
member that the Sacks property implies the Laver property. 

2. RAPID FILTERS AND SIERPINSKI SETS 

2.0. Theorem. cons(ZF) => cons(ZFC + there exists a Sierpinski set + 2tO 
is a regular cardinal + there are no rapid Jilters on co). 
Proof. We begin with V = L and let P be the cow2-iteration of Mathias reals 
with countable support and let R be a P-name of the product of N. random 
reals (i.e., the measure algebra). Then we will prove that if G C P * R then 

( * ) V[G] I= "there are no rapid filters on co"". 

Clearly this is enough in order to obtain the inclusion of the theorem. The proof 
of (*) will take the remainder of this section. 

2.1. Definition. Let a be an R-name of a set of ordinals; then we define 

a(n) = ,u(In E all). 

Then a( ) is a function from ordinals to [0, 1]. 

2.2. Fact. Let M be a model of ZFC and let R be any product of random 
reals, i.e., a measure algebra. Let (ni: i < co) be in M an increasing sequence 
of natural numbers. Assume that a is in MR and 

M F " IF "(Vk E w)(Ink n al < k)" ". 
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Q-SETS, SIERPINSKI SETS, AND RAPID FILTERS 829 

Then for every k E CO 
nk -1 

M "E a(m) < k" 
m=O 

Proof. We will work in M. Let (pi(m) be the formula that says 

"m is the ith member of a". 

Then a(m) = EZm7o(II(i(m)II). Also if m $ n then ,#(II(oi(m)II 1*1(i(n)JI) = 0. 
Assume that there exists k E CO such that 

nk - I 

Z a(m) > k. 
m=O 

Then 
nk-I m 

E Eu(ll(pj(m)ll) > k. 
m=O i=1 

Therefore 
nk-1 k 

E EZ (Ikpi (m)) > k (because m < nk) 
m=O i=1 

and hence 
k nk-1 

E E ,41 i(m)II) > k. 
i=1 m=O 

And thus there exists i such that EMZ=Ol ,i(Ikos(m)II) > 1 and this implies that 
there exists n 0 m such that 

,u(jj(i(m)jj * 11(pi(n)JI) 0 0, 

a contradiction. o 

From now on we fix M l= ZFC. Let P in M be the cw2-iteration of 
Mathias reals. Each Mathias real adds a sequence of natural numbers. P(O) is 
the first coordinate of P. Let (ni: i < co) be a P-name for the sequence added 
by P(O). Let R be a P-name for a product of random reals (i.e., a measure 
algebra). If H C P is generic over M then R[H] is the realization of R in 
M[H]. Let a E M[H] be an R[H]-name for a sequence of natural numbers 
such that 

M[H] 
6 

IF-R[H] Ik[H] n al < k" ". 

Therefore, by 2.2, 
nk[H]-1 

M[H]I=- E a(m) <! k. 
m=O 

The function a( co --+ [0, 1], defined by a, lies in M[H], so it has a P-name. 
Let f be such a name (we omit this relation with a because it is clear). 
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830 HAIM JUDAH AND SAHARON SHELAH 

2.3. Lemma. Let p E P, and e > 0 given; then there exists wo W C ... C 

wn C .. 
p n I p2n , ko < k, < . < kn < ,Bo C.. C Bin c .., i = 1 S 2, 

satisfying 

(a) for every n, wn C 2; kn E wt); pi E P, i =1, 2; Bn E [w]<w, 
i = , 2; Bln n B2n = B nB?, UBnUUB =n . 

(b) U {Dom(pn) u Dom(pn) } = J, w, . 

(c) For every n, p7n <n pn+ i = 1, 2 (see [Ba, ?7]). 

(d) pi = p for i = 1, 2. 

(e) If m is even, then for every k > km there exists qw, ?> pm such that 

m+1>P 

(i) q RFp ssk f(l) < 8|10 ,) 

(f) If m is odd, then for every k > km there exists q:, ?t p7m such that 

(i) q IF- L9k f(l) <c/lO ", 

(ii) q 1 1, Bm f(l) < (6 -LO IO 
)o- 

(iii) P~~1 ,F? Bm (l < le ( 1 + + Iom-l ) 

(g) 0ew0. 

Proof. By induction on m . 
m = n + 1: By the symmetry of (e) and (f) without loss of generality n is 

even. In this stage we need to take care of the relation <n. 

We define wn+1 D Wn such that wn+1 contains the first n numbers of each 
sup(p11) U sup(p2), for j < n, in some fixed enumeration of sup(p1') U sup(p2) . 

For every natural number k, there exists p2 ' (f" :1l < 2M"'+ l>x'+') such 
that 

n n+1 n 4~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~M+ >P 

(a) P2~ < P2 e P, 

(,B) The n + 2-th member of the infinite part of p2 '4(O) is larger than ;', 
(y) p,; If- "3/ < 2Iwn+IxnflV< < f ( 2t(4)) where t() = 

224+n+l+u"+I? 1 

2 
(Use [Ba, ?9.5] and an approximation to f(m) with error t(') .) 
Now let (n+ i < wt ) be such that for every f e i , and for every / < 
We the sequence (f 'n()u i < wn) converges to a real number in [0, 1]. 

We call this limit f*o j (Use a diagonal argument and the compactness theo- 
rem.) 

Claim. For every k ete Z nk<<<f w*Q s) <un +2. 
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Q-SETS, SIERPINSKI SETS, AND RAPID FILTERS 831 

Proof. If not, then there exists k > k such that 

E f () > n + 2. 
k<4<k 

Then there exists i such that Ci > k and 

E f >" (4>n+2 
k<4<k 

and this is a contradiction to 2.2. n 

Therefore there exists kn+1 > kn such that for each / < 21w +l xn+l we have 
that 

co 

E f ,(4) <.6/10n8 

kn+l < 

Then we define 
n+1 n 

B n+1 -Bn 
2 - 2' 
n+1 n 

P2 =P2 

n+1~ ~~~~~~~~~~+ 
Now, by the induction hypothesis, pl has an extension pl 1 such that 

n+lH n E f1O 1 0l 1 

1<kn+l 

This completes the induction. The reader may check that this works. 
Let U be a P-name of the R-name for a rapid filter. Then using 2.3 we get 

the following 

Conclusion 1. There exists P1 , P2, B1, B2 such that 

P()1 If u(/B2 E Ull) < e, 

P2 IF-p u(11B1 E Ull) < C, 

and B1 n B2 is finite, B1 U B2 = w0. 

Using Conclusion 1, we get the following 

Conclusion 2. There exists d < w2, such that for every a < 3(cof(d) = wl) 
and for every (B1, B2) E V[G[a] (where G [a is G[FP ) if there exists fi such 
that in V[G[/3] Conclusion 1 holds for B1 and B2, then there exists f, < 3 
such that in V[GF/3] Conclusion 1 holds, and supp(p1) U supp(p2) C 3. 

Now using Lemma 2.3, working in V[G[G], there exists B1, B2, P1, P2 such 
that 

V[Gd] k "(*) A (**) A B1 u B2 = wAB1 n B2 is finite". 
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(Remember that P - P) *) Then, by the hypothesis on 8, and using the fact 

that P. is proper, we have that there exists ,B < and p , pI such that 

Bi E V[G[f], i I 1, 2, 

and in V[G [1] we have (*), (**) for p , p' respectively. 
Without loss of generality p' E GF[. Now pl up2 is a condition and w.l.o.g. 

pI UP2cE GF[w2 . Therefore in V[Grcw2] we have 

(a) i( 11B1 E U[G[c211) < ee 

(b) A(tIB2 E U[G[w2 11) < e. 
If e was chosen small, we can deduce that 1u(11B1 n B2 E U[G[co2]II) #4 0, 

and this implies that 

,u(ljU[G[W2] is not a filterll) > 0 (because B1 n B2 is finite), 

a contradiction. 
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